HELP COLLEGE OF ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

1st CHOICE

- Degree - Professional - Diploma - Foundation
The HELP College of Arts and Technology (HELP CAT) campus at Fraser Business Park, Sungai Besi, is part of the multi-campus development of the HELP Group.

Located within the city of Kuala Lumpur (KL), the College enables students to enjoy the benefits of living and learning in metropolitan KL with access to excellent facilities and top academic and professional expertise.

The city Light Rail Transit (LRT) network connects the College to all suburban areas of KL.

A purpose-designed campus, HELP CAT offers a wide range of innovative academic, professional and vocational programmes as shown below.

- The Centre for Culinary Entrepreneurship enables students to master French cuisine in a partnership programme with Institut Paul Bocuse, founded by the legendary Chef Paul Bocuse, creator of three Michelin star restaurants, who was named Chef of the Century by the Gault Millau Restaurant Guide and the Culinary Institute of America.

- Top-rated partners, including the University of London and the Anglia Ruskin University (UK) will provide more options for academic and career development.

- Professional programmes such as the internationally renowned Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) and Certified Accounting Technician (CAT) programmes.

- A wide range of diploma and short courses are available to provide credit transfer options and competency training. The HELP benchmark for quality education and academic achievement will continue to distinguish our enterprise at HELP CAT.
THE CITY COLLEGE IN THE HEART OF KUALA LUMPUR

STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITIES
DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTANCY
R/3444/60060 (MQA/A7897) 03/17
The HELP CAT Diploma in Accountancy is an exciting programme offering students a solid accountancy education that allows pathways to internationally recognised accountancy qualifications. Students wishing to become a Chartered Accountant are encouraged to study this diploma course that offers 4 exemptions for the world-renowned ACCA and CIMA programmes. In addition, graduates may articulate into ‘Honours’ degree programmes in accountancy and/or finance from selected British universities. This Diploma gives school leavers a head start towards an accountancy qualification and career, a profession that is very much sought after worldwide. Students take a wide selection of subjects, namely, accounting, finance, management accounting, management, and business strategies. Equipped with the best teaching resources and facilities, HELP CAT provides students the most comprehensive accountancy education to meet the challenges in their professional examinations.

Programme Structure
- English Writing Skills
- Accounting I
- Statistics for Business
- Business Mathematics
- Business Communication
- Accounting II
- Fundamentals of Cost and Management Accounting
- Principles of Taxation
- Microeconomics
- Accounting III
- Human Resource Management
- Cost and Management Accounting
- Macroeconomics
- Business Law
- Audit I
- Accounting IV
- Finance I
- Business Taxation
- Accounting V
- Finance II
- Accounting for Management Controls
- Accounting Information Systems
- Company Law
- Audit II
- Internship
- Malaysian Studies/ Bahasa Melayu Komunikasi 2
- Comparative Religion
- Introduction to Entrepreneurial Behaviour
- Community Services

Entry Requirements
SPM/UEC/O-Levels
- Minimum of 3 credits with a pass in BM and History, or their equivalent

Intakes
January, April, August

DIPLOMA IN BUSINESS
KR/1770 (MQA/A1822) 03/16
The HELP CAT Diploma in Business is a full-time programme that is carefully structured to suit students’ capabilities, enhance their self-development and allow them to perform effectively in the expanding and ever-changing business world. Apart from that, this Diploma is designed for those who wish to gain business understanding and learn business practices in the real world. The Diploma does not only offer immediate career opportunities upon completion, but also provides the foundation for pursuing an undergraduate business degree, either in specialized disciplines or in general paths, leading to broader career options in all areas of business. The HELP CAT Diploma in Business is an excellent platform for students to build on and further their studies in the 2nd or 3rd year of a business degree.

Programme Structure
- English I
- English 2
- Introduction to Economics
- Introduction to Information Systems
- Introduction to Business
- Business Statistics
- Marketing Principles
- Mathematics
- Work & Organization
- Business Information Systems
- Communication and the Media
- Management Principles
- Human Resource Management
- Business Economics
- Accounting Decisions and Accountability
- Business Finance
- Introduction to Law
- 3 Electives
- Internship
- Introduction to Accounting
- Malaysian Studies/ Bahasa Melayu Komunikasi 2
- Comparative Religion
- Introduction to Entrepreneurial Behaviour
- Community Services

Electives
- Consumer Behaviour
- Marketing Communication Management
- Operations Management
- International Environment
- Decision Support Management

Entry Requirements
SPM/UEC/O-Levels
- Minimum of 3 credits with a pass in BM and History, or their equivalent

Intakes
January, April, August
Activities & Events
Progression Pathways

- **STPM / A-Levels / UEC or equivalent**
- **HELP University**
  - Foundation in Arts / Science / TESL
  - Dip in Communication
  - Dip in Early Childhood Education
  - Dip in Business
- **HELP Academy**
  - A-Levels
- **HELP College of Arts and Technology**
  - Foundation Studies in Arts
  - Foundation Studies in Science
  - Certified Accounting Technician (CAT)
  - Dip in Accountancy
  - Dip in Business
- **HELP University**
  - Dip in Information Technology
- **HELP College of Arts and Technology**
  - Dip in Business Information Systems
  - Dip in Computer Science
- **American Degree Transfer Programs (HELP University)**
  - Actuarial Science, Business, Health Science, Arts and Design, Computer Science, Mass Communication, Psychology, Bioscience, Engineering
- **HELP College of Arts and Technology**
  - Dip in Culinary Arts
  - Dip in Hotel Management
- **HELP College of Arts and Technology**
  - Dip in Electrical & Electronic Engineering
  - Dip in Mechanical Engineering
- **HELP University Degree Programs**
  - Accounting, Marketing, Finance, Banking, Business, Economics, Management, Law, Psychology, Information Technology, Communication, TESL, Early Childhood Education
- **UK Degree Transfer Programme (Law)**
- **Anglia Ruskin University 3+0 Programs**
  - Accounting and Finance, Business Management, Marketing, Computer Science, Business Information Systems
- **University of Derby 3+0 Programs**
  - Accounting and Finance, Business Management, Marketing
- **University of London International Programmes**
  - Accounting & Finance, Economics & Management, Business, Economics, Banking & Finance
- **Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)**
  - Credit Transfer to other Universities
- **Anglia Ruskin University 3+0 Programs**
  - Computer Science, Business Information Systems
- **HELP University**
  - Information Technology Degree Programs Year 2 & 3
  - Credit Transfer to other Universities
- **HELP College of Arts and Technology**
  - Dip in Culinary Arts
  - Dip in Hotel Management
- **HELP College of Arts and Technology**
  - Dip in Electrical & Electronic Engineering
  - Dip in Mechanical Engineering
- **Anglia Ruskin University 3+0 Programs**
  - Electronics, Mechanical Engineering
  - Credit Transfer to other Universities

Where to find us?

www.helpcat.edu.my
facebook.com/helpcat.malaysia
GPS Guide No.: 3.12825, 101.714376

HELP College of Arts and Technology Sdn Bhd (E&O No: 243934-D)
3.01 Level 1-7, Kompleks Metro Pudu
1 Jalan Metro Pudu 2, Fraser Business Park, 55200 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-27882000   Web: www.helpcat.edu.my